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Masterplanning & Key Issues

1.1

AUDITING SWINDON IN RELATION TO THE MANUAL FOR STREETS

1.1.1
Swindon has developed mostly during the period of catering for private transport as the
main priority. The Old Town and the “railway town” survive as incidental reminders of how towns
developed in the pre-car age. But almost all of the rest of the town has been developed with
successive enclaves, or islands, of housing or commercial use, each fed, and separated by
distributor roads of fairly generous proportions. This pattern has led to the description of Swindon
as an “archipelago” of urban extensions. This analogy works in terms of the ground plan, but it
does not express the very large difference in character: a real archipelago has islands separated
by water, generally creating an attractive setting suitable for leisure and recreation as well as
transport and access. By contrast, the Swindon “urban archipelago” consists of islands of
settlement separated by a “sea” of roads, access ways and car parks, having no function other
than transport and access by motor vehicle.
1.1.2
Taking these later developments as a whole, it is possible to test the outcomes in relation
to the design principles set out in Manual for Streets.
Key MfS Principles

Swindon

Comments

“archipelago”
developments
Layout makes car use a matter of

No

choice, not dependence (4.2.1)

Car dependence is high due to
dispersed facilities and indirect
routes for alternative modes

Street networks are connected,

No

permeable (4.2.3)
Avoid urban distributor roads without

Streets are frequently loops
and culs de sac

No

frontage development

Most areas are reached via
distributor roads without

(4.2.3)

frontage development or direct
access

Pedestrians and cyclists mostly

Mostly

accommodated on streets, not routes

than those from the 70s, 80s

lacking surveillance (4.2.4)
Neighbourhoods should be walkable

and 90s
No

(facilities within 10 minutes on direct

Densities too low to support
facilities, and walking routes

and high quality routes) (4.4.1)
Residential areas should be

More recent estates are better

too indirect
No

connected to each other and to other

Most developments are
enclaves off distributor roads

areas with good, direct walking and
cycling routes, and bus routes (4.2.5)
Mixed-use neighbourhoods, to

No

Most areas are mono-use

No

Perpetual wiggles and curves

encourage use of local facilities on
foot (4.4.1)
Layouts make efficient use of land
(no left-over spaces) 4.5.2)

means inefficient use of land

and many left-over spaces
Avoid blank walls/facades (4.5.3)

No

Use of distributor roads without
frontage creates many blank
walls/fences without natural
surveillance

Legible layouts, easy to orientate

No

oneself (6.3.4 and 7.3.8 and page

Areas built since 1970 are
difficult to navigate

53)
Streets as social spaces (5.7)

No

Streets mostly designed for
movement and parking of
vehicles

Local distinctiveness (5.11)

No

Many areas have standard offthe-peg house-types

Street geometry that gives priority to

No

pedestrians (6.3) and cyclists (6.4)

Streets mostly designed for
movement and parking of
vehicles

Street geometry and layout that
makes bus operation fast, efficient
and legible (6.5)

No

Bus routing is tortuous,
inefficient and difficult to
understand

This fragment of Swindon’s road network, from the south east of the town, is a textbook example
of a non-permeable street layout, as stereotyped in Figure 4.2 of Manual for Streets (right).
The contrast could not be clearer with the segment of inner Swindon shown in the aerial photo
below, which also illustrates the street-block structure that is a key element of good urban form.

The segment below (from south west Swindon) illustrates again in textbook fashion how housing
has become separated and isolated from employment and other facilities. As the crow flies it would
bee an easy walk to work, but the layout is such that the likely choice would be to take the car.

This situation is exactly as illustrated as “how not to do it” in Manual for Streets (the image on the
right)
In terms of its structure and street pattern, Swindon’s Old Town is a classic example of a traditional
centre. While it may have problems in terms of traffic conflict, the street structure allows easy
access on foot and by public transport, while the area is legible, simple to “read”, and is distinctive,
as illustrated below:

This is the approach to the design of local centres and non-residential facilities advocated in
Manual for Streets illustrated on the right.
The challenge of integrating the north west development area into the public transport network is
illustrated in the excerpt from the Swindon bus map. Currently there is a single route that is
circuitous. Frequency is now every 20 minutes during the daytime, but passengers should not
attempt to travel home after 6.30pm or venture out on a Sunday, because there are no services at
all at those times.
The expansion area will need to have a sufficient critical mass to justify a step change increase in
the public transport offer. There will also be important issues in terms of finding a fast route to the
centre that does not entail excessive “dead” mileage along distributor roads that produce little
passenger demand. This is a critical issue to be examined in the wider connectivity aspect of the
masterplanning work. It will also be important to design the internal street structure of the
expansion are to enable bus routing that is attractive to operators as well as users.
1.2

A WAY FORWARD

The key issue now is not to catalogue in detail all the ways in which the urban form might be
regretted, but how to explore the potential for creating more successful future growth areas, and
for bringing complementary improvements to existing areas.
CONNECTIVITY
1.2.1
The new growth areas should be planned in accordance with the best available guidance,
including Manual for Streets. Internally this may be technically fairly straightforward, with local
residential street networks planned in a connected and legible fashion. But a key issue will be how
to achieve connectivity with adjacent existing areas which are inward-looking and have few
external connection points.
1.2.2
Equally important is the need to ensure that the north west development area is linked to
the town centre and to other destinations in other parts of the town. The quality and function of the
connecting routes or “corridors” will be of vital importance. There are examples of urban
extensions in other towns where the overall success is undermined by poor quality routes between
the new area and the main town destinations. For example, the planned western extension of
Stevenage is located such that a railway, and motorway and an industrial area stand between it
and the town centre and railway station, and yet the improvement of connecting routes has not
been tackled as an integral part of the urban extension plan. Such a situation in Swindon should
be avoided at all costs. The present commission is a way of ensuring that these wider connectivity
issues are properly addressed at the early planning stage.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT
1.2.3
This general audit emphasises that Swindon’s development is a product of its time.
Despite having many disadvantages in terms of sustainability, the town has achieved a fairly good
public transport system that carries a share of travel that compares well with the average for towns
outside London. This is achieved by providing fairly high frequency services (considering the low
density of development and dispersed pattern of activities).
1.2.4
A further key issue is how to tie in the new public transport routes with the existing
network. The town centre is an obvious passenger objective, but much of the town’s employment,
retail and leisure offer is located outside the town centre. The masterplanning exercise will need to
establish whether bus services will be on extended or wholly new routes. The sort of issues to be
explored will be, for example, whether the quantum of development is sufficient to support new
routes to non-town centre destinations, and whether new employment or other activities can be
located in ways that reinforce passenger demand on corridors that are serviceable by bus.
IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
1.2.5
A further key requirement as part of the masterplanning exercise for the north west
development area will be to establish the opportunities and associated risks for street layout and
design on MfS principles. While technically it may be straightforward, it will represent a departure
from established practice for the local highway authority. This means that the process of design
will need to embrace stakeholder consultation and partnership, backed by the necessary political
support. This will be necessary to overcome legal and other concerns related to road safety and
casualty reduction when innovative designs are proposed. Masterplans should be underpinned by
explicit support on these issues.
1.2.6
A related issue is “customer preference”. While the developments in Swindon of recent
decades do not align with the principles of Manual for Streets, developers have nevertheless been
successful in marketing their product, and demand has been strong. It may therefore be prudent to
incorporate a marketing and public awareness strategy to win support form potential purchasers
for the different urban forms and building designs that will result from application of MfS.
1.2.7
One possibility would be to establish a “housing fair” where different developers can
demonstrate their products in a planned street environment. Such fairs are held annually in
Finland, for example, and the resulting neighbourhoods are invariably popular with purchasers,
and expectations of the general public are greatly enhanced. Tribal would be happy to advise on
such implementation strategies.

!

A town built – at least in the last 50 years – almost entirely to meet the
needs of the private car

!

As a result, a generally poor pedestrian environment and little quality of
place

!

Need to consider ‘retro-fitting’ people-friendly environments to existing
streets and neighbourhoods

!

New development to comply with the expectations of Manual for Streets

